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From the office

Welcome to the autumn edition of the TASC newsletter. I hope no one is suffering
too much from the dry weather, but with daylight closing in on feel that the cooler
weather is not too far away.

Hi everybody
We have decided to put out the
TASC newsletter 3x a year as apposed to 4x time a year. This way
we are able to publish it in glorious

I'd like to thank everybody who came to show off day. TASC appreciates the suppliers who had their stalls and all other exhibitors who were there on the day, proving to the public that life has to go on even after a spinal cord injury. Well done to
our office staff, committee members and volunteers for all the hard work. I think a
great day was had by all. For me it was very enjoyable catching up with old faces.
This is also what happens at our area of gatherings around the country. Meeting
new faces and catching up with friends you may not have seen for years. It's
amazing how much network is done in these short meetings which can continue
after we have gone. Sometimes the work is done over the telephone, even as
someone is unable to attend the meeting in the area, often the contact by phone
can make all the difference. We know a number of our members are on bed rest
and this can be somewhat boring to say the least. If we are not coming to your
area any time soon, you are welcome to pick up the phone and give the TASC
office a call, we endeavour to have someone near the phone between 9.00am and
4.00pm week days.
Quite a few of the patients in the spinal unit lately have been elderly and a few
have been from different ethnic groups, from Asian to the Middle East. It also
seems that since Christmas half of the patients have been able to walk after a period of time. These people are very lucky to be able to return to their previous
lives, plus be less demanding on the health system. The changing cliental does
make it interesting when organise back on track meetings etc. No matter where
the clients are from, most have enjoyed time spent down amongst the new community garden plots. The gardens have been blooming and most of the beds have
had veges harvested. Our mentor Derek is doing a great job organising and keeping people interested. Some of our plot holders are first time gardeners, picking up
handy hints along the way. We had an interesting lesson this month on methods
creating new gardens on ground level and soil quality.
The art classes are still a lot of fun, most classes are well supported and we are
having some great results. We only have one budding mouth painter, but the class
is open to people who use their hands as well. We have space for more students,
so if you feel like taking part, call the TASC office and come along. We are open
to in patients of the spinal unit and people with spinal impairment who are living at
home.
I have not much to say this period, except it's time to stock of your wood basket,
have that new heat pump installed and see the doctor about this year's flu jab.
Kind regards—Murray Cohen

On our way to Gisborne

Some people have no staying power

colour which seems to be the way
to go. As always if you have anything that you would like to contribute to the newsletter please just
drop us a line. Call us or drop in for
a cuppa or chat anytime .
Till then take care
Anita, Ann & Kim

TASC Membership
Please post your $5.00
membership if you are not
yet a financial member to
TASC

We want you

Name:

……………………………………………………

Address:……………………………………………………
……………………………………………….
……………………………………………………

PO Box 236 35

Phone: ……………………………………………………

Hunters Corner

Mobile: ……………………………………………………

Manukau 2155

Email: ……………………………………………………..
Do you want your newsletter posted or emailed?
Please circle either or both options

To be a financial member
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Bladder & Urinary Tract Infections - Creating Better Health & Healing
I perceive people to be very different.
Like many conditions, some people are
So do you get Bladder and Urinary
prone to bladder & UTI’s and infections
Tract Infections (UTI’s)? How do you like Candida while others have a
know if you’ve got a UTI? What cre- stronger constitution and immunity. I
ates UTI’s? Why are some people
have noticed in myself and others the
more affected than others? What
sensitivity to others energies with sickare the alternatives to Antibiotics?
ness, stress, emotions, worry, anger ,
beliefs, judgment as well as practical
I broke my neck 26 years ago at the
things as poor catheter hygiene, poor
level C5-6. For many
years I had ongoing Bladder/Urinary Tract Infections
(UTI’s) or supposed infections that affected my life.
I have only in later years
become much more aware
of the many factors that
can affect our bodies and
possibilities to change
them. I have worked with
many natural therapies to
find solutions for myself as
well as Urologists, eventually installing a super pubic. I now have very rare
and minor symptoms while
using alternate natural remedies and
diet (particularly excess sugar), inadeproducts along with many questions
quate exercise, high acidity in body and
and tools for awareness with energy
more . Where it comes from is for you
processes I call up to run on my body.
to become aware of. How? Ask quesOne of the simplest questions I particutions of your body, be willing to know
larly ask “How does it get any better
and ask for people and information to
than this?”
show up. In short, start communication
How do you know if you have and communion with your body for
what’s creating this and what you rea UTI?
quire to change it.

By Ross Ormsby

Some symptoms of burning bladders,
sweats, headaches, uncomfortable
bladder/tummy, tiredness, not performing 100%, sleep disturbance, dryness,
sugar craving, cloudy smelly urine, are
often Bladder/UTI related. Not always.
Consider also Candida infections may
have similar symptoms as well as other
tell tale indicators. Your kidneys may
also be a source of infection as can
other areas so I ask questions and investigate, even test samples.

What creates UTI’s? Why are
some people more affected
than others? So is everyone
the same?

Alternative Remedies:
Clinicians Bladder Support
My body has found this to be a great
product - which is available free with
your consumables. It contains D Mannose (found in Cranberries) which bind
with E Coli bug (amazingly targets the
areas other than the bowel where E
Coli is ok) and some other materials
that can be irritants and causes of infection. Be aware it can have a small
sugar spike. I use it and unless
symptoms don’t ease within 24-48
hours it is likely that was what was required - Or it may be something else
required - see other natural remedies
below. I tune in to my body and ask
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what is required. I have not had to use
Antibiotics for quite a while now. (it can
be ordered through ProPharma, the
ACC consumables supplier. For ordering - your case manager needs to know
the product number is 5001572). Why
not Google search for more information.
Other natural health remedies you may
want to ask if your body requires and
find out more about are: Echinacea,
Colloidal Silver, Oregano, Homeopathics, Herbal medicine.
See your Natural/Herbal/
Homeopathic Therapist and
ask your doctor but ultimately
make your own choice.
What amazing health is possible?

Improving The Health &
Healing of Bodies
Workshop by Ross
Ormsby
I facilitate workshops in NZ &
overseas to bring more awareness to our lives and bodies. I cover
many tools to start the communication
with your body to better health and
healing of all areas of our life and body.
Being present with and nurturing your
body are so important. I facilitate energy processes for the Body that can be
called up or Hands-on. These processes for change and healing can dynamic and can be learned by anyone
(caregivers/family/partners/masseuses/
wheelies – everyone).

For more information on an
Workshops in your area contact me on
r.ormsby@clear.net.nz or
www.rightbodyforyou.com
ph 021 665 627

Hamilton Gathering
On 17th March—St Patricks
Day—TASC held a gathering at the Hamilton RSA
for our members.

As with all these gatherings in the
outlaying areas, TASC hopes to get
the local members to arrange their
own regular gatherings and form
strong bonds amongst themselves.

The day was a great
success with many TASC
members attending.
It was great to have good
discussions and bonds
formed
We had members attending
who were living just a few
streets away from each other
in smaller provincial towns
who had heard of each other
but had never meet.

Gisborne, Napier and Taupo Gatherings
down. After that we headed off to
Derek, Ashley, Kim and I left on
th
Monday the 29 March to drive to Napier we were spent the night.
Gisborne were we spent the first
On Wednesday 30th March we had
night.
our gathering in Napier. Once again
The gathering in Gisborne was dis- disappointing although we didn’t
appointing with only Kerrin Tilley
and his brother plus Graeme and
Shirley Wahlstom attending. Tom
and Soni also attended from TASC
plus Ann Dickinson from McIsaacs.
We had some 6 TASC members in
the Gisborne region. One had declined before the day so we had
hoped to get 5 members attending.
An ad had been placed in the local
newspaper and we in the TASC office had rung, sent out an invitation have quite the numbers there beplus rung again the previous week fore we left Auckland. One TASC
just to confirm. Ann from McIsaacs member had moved plus one was
even went down while we were
deceased. We had 2 maybes and 1
waiting to get one of the locals who who couldn’t make it. The advertisesaid she would be attending but she ment worked as we had people atdeclined to come down. Our main
tend who had seen it in the paper.
contact (Graeme Wahlstrom) is a
We had one lady who attended to
good man who is keen to be the
get information for her son and a
TASC coordinator for the region. He friend( neither of them were in
was very pleased that we had come chairs but due to ill health could end
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up in them). We also had a woman
and her son who has Spinal Bifata
attend. Tom, Soni, Wayne and
Missy were also there on behalf of
TASC. Our main contact (Paul Tiati)
down there is also very keen to
helping out TASC in whatever way
he can. We then headed off to
Taupo.
The gathering in Taupo was very
successful with a full turn out of all
our contacted members plus Wayne
and Missy. 6 TASC members attended and there was good conversation and ideas flowing. Once
again our main contact person (Ted
Jones) is a good one. He had previously tried to get members together
on his own bat.
In summary even though attendance was not very good in the
first two regions I still feel it was
well worth the effort. It showed
that TASC isn’t just there for the
Auckland region members- we
support our members far and
wide.

Auckland Gathering

On Wednesday the 21st April TASC held a
gathering at the Spinal Unit Community Garden in
the form of a Pot Luck Lunch.
We had a good attendance for what turned out to be
a beautiful autumns day.
As with all the other gatherings it is great to catch
up and chat with fellow members.
The next ones planned for later in
the year will be up the Far North
and we will also hope to be
covering the West Coast of the
North Island i.e. New Plymouth,
Wanganui, Palmerston North.
As always we look forward to your
feedback and comments .
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Profile—Diane Cottle
Diane has been the OT assistant
at the Spinal Unit for the last 11
years. Past patients always ask
after her so we asked her to write
her profile.
1 March 1999. I began work here at the
Spinal Unit moving up to Auckland from
Whangamata. On the Sunday, I drove to
the unit just so that I knew where I was
going on the Monday morning so that I
was prepared and wouldn’t be late for my
first day at work.
I did wander around for a while not knowing where I should be. I was rescued by
Paul, a young barefooted English physio.
I thought – am I really in Auckland? I think
I expected everyone to be in suits. Paul
was a nice guy and I was soon to find out
that here at the unit I would be working
with some really awesome people. Within
no time at all, I had it sorted, Paul and the
physio assistant – Kiki making my morning
coffees – that was a bonus – YES, I like
this - this is definitely a great place to
work – I even have personal help, the staff
really look after each other here.
Over the months that followed I realised
that Paul’s dress code (shorts and barefoot) was what he wore throughout the
year – even in the cold winter, looking as
though he should be living in Whangamata
and surfing all day rather that treat patients. He eventually moved to New Plymouth so that he could do just that surf
and treat patients, and that’s where Kiki
ended up as well.
My orientation was very brief, I think they
realised I was going to fit in well and not
have a problem with finding my own way
with the expectations of the job. A few
days into my first week I was sent off on
my first challenge of the job, out there into
the BIG city, driving ALL BY MYSELF. So
here was I, very new to the city life (having

come from Whangamata which only has
one traffic light) never having driven
around all these streets with all those traffic lights, the many lanes on the motorways, and that huge Harbour
Bridge!!!!!!!!!!! But off I went, map in hand
pretending to be very confident about it all
(there was no ‘googling’ for directions in
those days) And yes, I did get lost and
somewhat frazzled but I knew I had to
learn fast how to find my way around
Auckland, and learn fast I did.
I was asked frequently by other staff members what I would be doing next – strange
question to be asking me when I had just
started my job but I realised that people in
Auckland move all the time. Me - I’m
happy to just stay in the one place until my
life gives me a prod and jolts me into making change. A real ‘stickler’ that’s me. So
that is why I am still here. Lots of staff
around leave and some have returned as
they too have realised, it is a great place to
work.
I have to admit I did enjoy working at
Moana House, a rest home in Whangamata. For years, a friend of mine had tried
to talk me into running a rest home with
her and I was adamant that I could not
imagine myself working with the elderly.
From the day I started I knew that I was
wrong – I loved working with the elderly
and it was great to be able to say ‘I love
going to work.’ It was very difficult to leave
and move on to another job, lots of tears
but within no time at all I was feeling the

for some of our patients, but definitely a
mindset to reach, so as to continue on
their path.
I have seen many patients come and go
over these past 11 years. My heart goes
out to each and every patient that comes
to us – broken, their whole world turned
upside down, no choice but to accept what
has happened to them and start again.
It is never an easy road for any of these
patients and it is great to observe their
progress and to be part of their journey. It
takes a lot of courage and determination to
move on, but I see most of our patients
leave feeling very proud of the progress
they have made. I am delighted that they
take the time to look me up when they
return as I always look forward to seeing
them all again, to see how they are and
how far they have come in their lives. For
me it is an honour to have worked with you
all.
I have lots of fond memories and no regrets about moving here to the ‘big smoke’
as I have met so many great people. Not
everyone is suited to working here at the
unit but for those who do enjoy it, they stay
for the duration as the Spinal Unit is very
unique in many ways and a great place to
work.

same way about going out to work
each day here at the unit.
This place has also won my heart – I am a
strange one aren’t I? I soon realised that
there was a definite difference in the way I
needed to approach my work here at the
unit though. In the rest home I nursed the
patients to their last breath. Here at the
spinal unit, they arrive to us having already
died in a sense and we need to be part of
being able to inspire our patients to continue living. Not an easy thing to accept

A BIG THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

Also to all the staff at the Auckland Spinal Unit where TASC is based
for their continued support during the year
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Show Off Day 2010
February 13th turned on good weather for the annual
Show Off Day held at the Auckland Spinal Unit.
The day had a good turn out with lots of exhibitors
and displays for both new and expatients.
The argo and Hayden Allen’s modified side car bike
were down by the new community garden area.
This year we also included a wheelchair basketball
game between our local lads and the Auckland Star
team. This proved popular and we hope to include it
ever year.
The celeb rugby players included Joe Rokocoko,
Keven Mealamu, Benson Stanley John Afoa, Isaia
Toeava and Josh Kronfeld making a special appearance.
The Bruce Hopkins Art Award was won by Kerrin
Tilley with his painting ’Surfs Up”

Thank You to the 2010 Show Off Day
Sponsors and Supporters

DB Breweries
McIsaacs Caregiving Agency
Drury Rotary Club
Simuvich Olive Estate
Derek Wight
Cairnwood Party Hire
Hinuera Stone Specialists ltd
Cadbury Chocolates
Invacare
Aromatheraphy Company
Bunderberg Ginger Beer
Drake Medox

Auckland Spinal Unit
The Drum Company
Drury Rugby Club
1st Party Hire
Poppin Florist
Rainbows End
The Sign Formula
Bunnings—Manukau
Brett Richardson
Keylenz Ltd
Kemsol

Kerrin also received the 2nd award with Murray
Cohen 3rd and Highly Commended going to john
Loughnan.
Peoples Choice Art Award was also won by Kerrin’s
“Surf Up”
The Robert McIsaac Memorial Photo Competition
attracted 32 entries. 1st in their categories where
Kim Hudson, Robert Creagh and Gayleen Mackereth
Highly commended were David Rayner and Pam
Fergusson.
The obstacle course was won by Steve Hei with
Robert Courtney 2nd and Lee Warn 3rd.
Thank you to everybody who supported the day.
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Grant Aicken is a C5/6 Tetra and
has just received a mobility dog.
We will be following the progress
of Grant and Zeta over the next
while as they settle into life together.

A MAN & HIS DOG Part 2
22 Nov 2009, Day 7
Have friends over for lunch. She’s with
us for about 1 hour then put her to bed
while we eat lunch. Decide to leave her
there while we chat for “peace of mind”.
Ends up being about 3 hrs. Is this too
long I ask myself? Bring her out & let
her run around for a while which she
enjoys. Rest of evening ok but
she occasionally watches Harri
when she enters the room. I’m
very vigilant watching her
around the house, sniffing &
approaching other people. Feel
I’m on her case a little bit!

her. Using the friendlier tone works a
treat & I’m very proud of her! We
head out to my work place at Unitec,
only 4 people there (normally about
30) but she was once again well behaved. I was put to the test when a
dog walks past & she gets all “amped”
Vicky walks away leaving me to handle the situation. After a few stern
commands I managed to get her to
stop barking & eventually lie down. I
was very pleased with her (not to
mention surprised!) This was my first
success with dog interaction although
the dog was 30 metres away & eventually moved out of sight so it was
hardly a true test. We headed off to a
local café where she was well behaved & responding to “light & fluffy’

23 Nov 2009, Day 8
Not a great start to the morning. A little bit unresponsive to
my commands while out doing
morning “bizzy bizzy”. A run in
with the cat & she wasn’t very
responsive to my “barking” at
her. Same situation when I
saw her sniffing at a bumblebee. She
was very energetic so I let her run
around for quite a while. Came in to
do morning emails & I had her beside
me. When going to leave the room
the cat was at the door. She was very
unresponsive to my shouting at her.
Finally managed to get her “down” &
then put her to bed. Day is only 1 hr
old! Once Vicky arrives Zeta goes
spare again, I have a good chat with
Vicky about concerns I’ve had over
the weekend. She soon identifies my
mistake which is basically the tone
I’ve been using with my commands. I
realise most of my initial commands
have been demanding rather than
asking. Best advice Vicky gives me is
that for simple commands ask in a
“light & fluffy” tone. If she doesn’t respond give her another 2 chances
then change your tone to a stern one.
She shows me an example & Zeta is
responding to her first command on
every occasion. With this new knowledge I put it to work immediately when
I have 3 people arrive to work on my
wheelchair. She was on her best behaviour while the people were with

commands. We have our first attempt
at the buttons on the traffic lights
which she handles with ease. We
head home rather pleased with ourselves! Once home we do more practice with basic commands using her
favourite treats as reward which works
perfectly. Vicky heads home leaving
me to it. As the evening wears on I
have a revelation. I decide not to follow her around so much & not to keep
such a close eye on her. I soon realise that after she paces around the
house 3 or 4 times she eventually
comes back to lie down beside me.
Think I might be on to something
here, both our stress levels are completely gone & she eventually comes
looking for my affection, Eureka I think
& head to bed rather contented!

24 Nov 2009, Day 9
Another eventful & ultimately pretty
successful day. Started out a bit
rough with another run in between
Zeta & the cat. For the first time they
were actually nose to nose before
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Zeta whimped out & started barking. I
managed to get her away but 3 mins
later they were nose to nose again,
this time the cat struck first swiping a
paw past her trembling nose which
sent her barking & whimpering like the
big softie she is! I had to put her to
bed for 20 mins as it took her a while
to settle. Vicky arrives which sends
her into a tail spin but to my amazement & pleasure I managed to get her
away & come & settle beside me.
The next 30 mins she is very good &
she is listening to all my commands.
We then head out to Botany mall for
another round of social interaction &
the much feared dog interaction
(Vicky brings 2 dogs with her, I knew
she was a sadist!) The work in the
mall went really well. Managed to
get her to wait while I moved away
& then called her to me then “sit”,
“get her leash” & “give it to me”. All
worked very well so she got plenty
of doggie treats. We then went
walking through the mall making
sure she didn’t misbehave, Vicky
kept encouraging me to turn the
front of my chair into her so she
wouldn’t get to far ahead, I must
say this is one of the hardest things
to do, I keep hearing that yelp ringing in my ears from Day 2! Then
the time has come to meet the other
2 dogs. We move to the carpark, I
stay with Zeta while Vicky goes to get
one of the dogs. As she gets close &
Zeta sees her, it’s all on. I can’t get
any response from her she’s just too
amped. Vicky comes over to settle
her down but even she struggles.
Using all her skills & tricks she gets
her listening. As she leaves to get the
next dog Zeta loses it again. She
eventually settles a little until Vicky
appears with the 2nd dog. It’s all on
again & once again Vicky comes to
the rescue. This scenario is repeated
another 2 times before we decide to
rest for half an hour. The rest has
seemed to work, as Vicky approaches
with the dog, Zeta is very good, she
doesn’t move or bark, it’s not until
they’re just about out of sight that
she’s up & barking. Vicky comes
back with the 2nd dog & it was fantastic as Zeta remained quiet & didn’t
move a muscle. Very pleasing progress in such a short space of time.
We head home with the knowledge
that we’ll be back here tomorrow to
repeat the performance, hopefully with
the same result. A good day with
good results!

25 Nov 2009, Day 10

Quiet start to the day as Vicky isn’t
coming until about 2.00pm. Head over
to a friends place to drop something off.
Zeta & I stay in the van & as my mate
comes out his 3 dogs come running out
after him. Both Zeta & my anxiety levels rise sharply but I’m pleased to say
apart from some whimpering there were
no problems not even one bark, very
pleased so I praise the hell out of her
(note to self – always carry doggie
treats with you).
Vicky arrives and
gives me an oral exam on Health &
Safety & some commands which I’m
pleased to say I passed without any
problems. We head out to Botany mall
for our final walk through & more dog
interaction before tomorrows big test
which is the Public Access test with one
of the police dog handlers. This is crucial as to whether I graduate or not in
two days. The afternoon couldn’t have
gone better. We did a lot of walking
through the mall & she was fantastic.
We went into New World Supermarket
& she was brilliant, went past the meat
& food aisles with ease, I was so confident I even started looking for the
chicken section to test her out! . Well
done Zeta !
26 Nov 2009, Day 11
Vicky arrives & we head off for the most
important day of the last fortnight. This
is the much anticipated public access
test conducted by NZ Police held
around the Botany mall (my 2nd home
for the last 10 days) We met up with
Peter the Police Dog Handler, Zeta’s
first task was getting off the van in the
correct method & she was fantastic,
perhaps her best ever.
We then
headed off through the mall performing

a variety of commands as we went.
Again she did pretty well but there were
a few hiccups with some of the more
simpler ones but they were all within
the acceptable limits. To this point I
wasn’t sure how we were going so it
was rather stressful. After about half an
hour we headed back to the lift to head
outside for the most crucial part of the
test & the one I feared the most! The
dog interaction (cue Jaws music) This
sees Peter walk past us several times
with his dog right under Zeta’s nose.
This has what’s caused us the most
problems over the last fortnight. Well, I
needn’t have bothered because she
was superb, she had saved her best for
last. When Peter walked past the first
time she stayed still & only whimpered
a little bit then on the 2nd run he got
even closer with the same result. You
bloody beauty I thought under my
breath, I was then worried I’d shouted it
out loud! We headed off to the debrief
to hear the final outcome. Peter couldn’t have been more impressed, for only
a 2yr old pup & for us to have only been
together for 11 days he was more than
happy to pass us with flying colours.
There are a few work ons, mostly on
my part but he thinks we have a pretty
good future together! What a relief after such a stressful 11 days. We head
home for a quiet celebration & a few
extra special treats for Zeta.

a genius, she knows dogs better than
dogs know themselves! Sadly for Vicky
I am certain I will still be hounding her
(no pun intended) for years to come to
help solve problems we are going to
come across. Thanks Vicky for helping
keep the stress levels manageable &
for making what seemed like major
problems a mere inconvenience. She
is a legend! Now if we can only get you
to help train our 2 kids! I mustn’t forget
Laura who was Zeta’s first trainer &
who has made Zeta the dog she is, she
has also done a fantastic job. To my
partner Harriet & our 2 grandchildren
who probably have the toughest role to
play. To live with Zeta & not being able
to pat, talk or interact with her in any
way for 6 months is an unfair & impossible task but one they all understand
must be followed. Hang in there guys,
the rewards will be immeasurable! Finally to Zeta, thank you for changing
my life in such a short space of time, I
look forward to the journey we are
about to embark on (but not too much
barking!)
Things I’ve learned in the last fortnight

How to handle stress
How not to handle stress
I’ve gone to more shops in the last 2
weeks than I have in the last 2 years
I hate going shopping
Don’t sweat the little stuff
Dogs & Cats don’t always get along
28 Nov 2009, Day 13
Female dogs can be real “bitches”
Graduation Day – yeeha! A good start Cute dogs are real “chick magnets”
to the day with her being pretty responsive to most of my commands. We
head off to Graduation Day in the van.
The ceremony begins & the dogs are all
brought out one by one to join their
masters, all are very well behaved, I’m
very anxious that she’s going to play up
big time! The day goes off very well to
my great relief! We’re now an official
team, it ha all happened so quick! It all
comes down to great team work involving many people. There are so many
people to thank for making this venture
a reality. From Mobility Assistance
Dogs Trust, Jody Hogan, Helen Spence
& Amy & Bonnie (Amy’s poodle) who I
met in February this year & who gave
me the inspiration & courage to making
this dream become a reality. Also from
Mobility Assistance Dogs Trust, Sian
Green who has held my hand & helped
me through every part of the process &
perhaps the most important person in
the entire venture, Vicky Turner the irrepressible dog whisperer! The woman is
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Community Garden Update
The last two months have been very dry and it has been a challenge to keep the raised garden beds
at their best. The inground gardens have been dug and will be used by the Spinal Unit staff. There are
still two raised garden beds available for people in chairs so if you are keen and local to the unit, contact Derek via the TASC Office.
A request—does anybody have an old rotary lawn mower that they no longer require? The garden
committee would gladly take it of your hands.
A work shop was held on Tuesday on Compost making and how to look after a worm farm.
The next workshop to be held at the gardens will be on Tuesday the 11th May 3.30 pm.
It will cover growing plants from seeds and growing cuttings.
Hopefully we would have a had a bit of rain by then
Take care—Derek
As the days shorten it reminds us that one growing season
is nearly finished and another is about to begin. Autumn can
be a busy time in the garden, harvesting the spring and
summer crops and then preparing the soil for planting the
cooler season crops.
After harvesting your summer veggies such as corn, beans,
lettuces, tomatoes, potatoes and other edible goodies its
time to replenish your soil with a few essentials to ensure
your autumn and winter plants are healthy and tasty. Do this
by adding a thick layer of compost. Use home-made compost if you have it Further enhance planting area by incorporating Sheep Pellets into soil to add vital nutrients and
encourage earthworm activity. Use soil to build up raised
beds.
The combination of these garden goodies creates the perfect base for encouraging and sustaining growth of new
crops. Remember you need to feed your soil so it can feed
you!
If you and your garden are going to have a rest over the
cooler months, it’s a good idea to plant a green crop to
quickly and efficiently boost and replace lost nutrients in the
soil. Cover crops like Mustard Seed and Lupins; these improve soil structure, fertility and micro-organism activity in a
completely natural way. Once dug back into the soil, the

broken down organic matter helps to provide optimal soil
conditions for the following season’s planting.
Autumn Crops - what to plant now
Brassicas - These are the quintessential cool weather
crops. Cauliflower, Broccoli, Cabbage, and Kale If space is
an issue, select punnets that have a variety of seedlings
in them, plant out a punnet every 2 - 4 weeks to ensure the
crop matures gradually.
Seed Potatoes - these can be planted out now for a new
crop before winter. If you don’t have room in your garden try
using Haxnicks Potato Planters. These are high quality, convenient and can be re-used next season. Share a bag of
seed potatoes with some neighbours or friends if you don’t
need them all.
Seeds - Sow beetroot, carrots, radish, turnips, lettuce, spinach, silver beet, and broad beans.
Seedlings - Plant out Celery, Garlic, silver beat, spring onions, winter lettuce, dwarf beans
Herbs - Plant Coriander, parsley, mint, oregano, rosemary,
chives, thyme and marjoram.
As the weather cools you may need to cover new seedlings
while they get established with shelters made from plastic
drink bottles or use portable easy grow tunnels.

Wairua Charters
“Catch the Spirit”

1998 Nissan Pulsar
Only done 54,000 kms
Has hand controls and new tyres
Excellent condition inside

“ A bad days fishing is better than a good day at home! ”

$7,500.00 or near offer
Phone Paul Glover
Ph 2663993 or 027 829 969
For attractive lips, speak words of kindness. For lovely eyes,
seek out the good in people. For a slim figure, share your
food with the hungry. For beautiful hair, let a child run his/her
fingers through it once a day. For poise, walk with the knowledge that you never walk alone. People, even more than
things, have to be restored, renewed, revived, reclaimed, and
redeemed; never throw out anyone. Remember, if you ever
need a helping hand, you will find one at the end of each of
your arms. As you grow older, you will discover that you have
two hands; one for helping yourself, and the other for helping
others.

Our wheelchair accessible boat is available for fishing or
sightseeing in the Hauraki Gulf Area and holds
four wheelchairs.
For more information phone

Tom 021 264 9922
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What I Want In A Man!

Jokes and Funnies

Original List: age (20 something)
1. Handsome
2. Charming
3. Financially successful
4. A caring listener
5. Witty
6. In good shape
7. Dresses with style
8. Appreciates finer things
9. Full of thoughtful surprises

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 32)
1. Nice looking
2. Opens car doors, holds chairs
3. Has enough money for a nice dinner
4. Listens more than talks
5. Laughs at my jokes
6. Carries bags of groceries with ease
7. Owns at least one tie
8. Appreciates a good home-cooked meal
9. Remembers birthdays and anniversaries

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 42)
1. Not too ugly
2. Doesn't drive off until I'm in the car
3. Works steady - splurges on dinner out occasionally
4. Nods head when I'm talking
5. Usually remembers punch lines of jokes
6. Is in good enough shape to rearrange the furniture
7. Wears a shirt that covers his stomach
8. Knows not to buy champagne with screw-top lids
9. Remembers to put the toilet seat down
10. Shaves most weekends

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 52)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Keeps hair in nose and ears trimmed
Doesn't belch or scratch in public
Can tow a Caravan
Can cook a BBQ
Doesn't re-tell the same joke too many times
Appreciates a good TV dinner
Helps with the housework

AAAnother problem caused by deforestation

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 62)
1. Doesn't scare small children
2. Remembers where I have put things
3. Can still tow a van without causing chaos on the road
4. Only snores lightly when asleep
5. Remembers why he's laughing
6. Is in good enough shape to stand up by himself
7. Usually wears some clothes
8. Doesn't notice my facial hair and wrinkles
9. Remembers where he left his teeth
10. Stops trying to tell jokes

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 72)
1. Breathing.
2. Doesn't miss the toilet.
3. Remembers where we both live.

We all need a bit of loving sometimes
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